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I hope you enjoy reading The Whitaker Institutes’ 
Impact Insights booklet, which will give you a 
flavour of the breadth and varied impacts that the 
research community at the Whitaker Institute is 
having on business, society and individual lives, 
within  the region, nationally and internationally.
At the core of our impact is international 
scientific excellence and this is evidenced by the 
significant intellectual annual contributions of our 
research community by way of peer reviewed 
journal papers, books, book chapters, reports, 
conference papers, cases studies and more. 
We draw our inspiration from Dr T. K. Whitaker’s 
significant contributions to transforming Irish 
society. We are a research institute that is 
focused on delivering consistent scientific 
excellence and is committed to communicating 
and sharing our research outputs with relevant 
stakeholders. What our Impact Insights booklet 
also demonstrates across our research clusters is 
a willingness, enthusiasm and capability to work 
and partner with a wide variety of stakeholders 
for relevant, agenda-setting research and 
transformative actions. 

We have designed to our Impact Insights as an 
overview of the research agenda and impacts 
from each of our twelve research clusters. For 
each cluster we have highlighted one Impact 
Profile that captures the essence of their 
impact on their stakeholders. This only reflects 
a fraction of the impact and contributions of 
each cluster. Towards the end of our Impact 
Insights booklet we outline our ground-breaking 
and innovative research infrastructure. This 
research infrastructure underpins and supports 
our research mission in addition to supporting 
our increased connectivity and visibility to 
international research communities. Moreover, 
in keeping with our outward orientation, this 
research infrastructure is accessible to all. 

Introduction
I would like to thank everyone who worked in 
putting our booklet together. 

Finally, after reading our Impact Insights I 
would invite you to connect with the Whitaker 
Institute and see how you can collaborate 
with us in shaping and contributing to our 
relevant and critical research, and become 
part of a new generation bringing imagination 
and innovation to influence some of the great 
challenges facing Ireland and Europe now and 
in the future. 

Is mise le meas,

Dr James Cunningham

DIrEcTor 
Whitaker Institute for Innovation and  
Societal change, NUI Galway



The Whitaker Institute for 
Innovation and Societal Change 

is named in honour of eminent 
economist and former Secretary 

of the Department of Finance, 
Dr. T. K. Whitaker, who played 

a central role in devising the 
economic plan that set Ireland 
on the road to regeneration in 

the early 1960s. During his long 
and illustrious career, he was 

Secretary of the Department of 
Finance, Governor of the Central 

Bank of Ireland, and founder 
of the Economic and Social 

Research Institute. He was also a 
member of Seanad Éireann from 

1977 to 1982 and Chancellor 
of the National University of 
Ireland from 1976 to 1996.
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Research 
themes and Clusters



Enterprise Agility
Cluster



the enterprise agility Cluster 

has been created to reflect 

the importance of change 

management – the ability of 

organisations to react effectively 

to change – which is crucial to their survival 

and continued success. there are many critical 

components in a successful business, but, 

inevitably, stand-out organisations demonstrate 

high levels of agility; they respond quickly and 

appropriately to ever-changing environments 

and markets, and the very best work to shape 

their environments to their own benefit.

the enterprise agility cluster group is a focused 

team that works directly with companies, both 

indigenous and multinational, in helping to 

provide real solutions for organisations adapting 

to change. knowing how to react when the 

landscape alters is not, of itself, sufficient. 

Organisations – public or private – are guided 

towards driving and influencing change rather 

than waiting for it to arrive unannounced. 

the cluster draws in expertise from business 

information systems, accounting, management, 

and psychology. Change in all its forms 

– knowing how to create it, its proactive 

advancement, reaction to and learning from 

change – are the four broad areas addressed. 

this research methodology is applied to a range 

of organisational types up to and including 

a multinational company hiring thousands of 

staff worldwide. “Large companies may very 

well be improving efficiencies and becoming 

5

“Many people are 
averse to change; it 
can have a negative 

stress impact. 
Therefore, before 

rewiring the system, 
it is important to 

assess the impact on 
people and take the 

necessary measures 
to reassure them.”

DR KIERAn ConBoy 
J.E cAIrNES School oF BUSINESS AND EcoNoMIcS 

NUI GAlWAy
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more agile on a department by department 

basis,” explains Dr kieran Conboy. “But if 

everyone is streamlining within silos and 

without an overall direction and philosophy, 

they can counteract each other. We’re trying to 

understand how to get a massive organisation 

to manage change and harness their agility in 

a very dynamic and structured environment. 

“We cover a range of research questions 

and projects around how organisations can 

successfully adapt,” explain Conboy. “It’s not 

simply about reacting. a lot of organisations face 

significant challenges in terms of uncertainty, 

restraints and rapid response to customer 

requirements. they must have the ability to 

change instantly if circumstances so dictate. 

so we look at how any organisation can pre-

empt new situations and be proactive.

“In parallel, we assess the impact of change on 

staff morale, motivation and enthusiasm, hence 

the inclusion in the team of Dr Brian hughes 

(school of Psychology, nuI Galway), an expert 

in organisational behaviour. Many people are 

averse to change; it can have a negative stress 

impact. therefore, before rewiring the system, it 

is important to assess the impact on people and 

take the necessary measures to reassure them.”

the cluster was recently awarded a €2 million 

funding grant from science Foundation 

Ireland (sFI). the funding is going towards a 

project involving 13 companies in the software 

sector - including Cisco, accenture and storm 

technologies – all looking for agility solutions. 

the cluster and companies meet at least once 

a month and are seeking to develop solutions 

to varying software agility issues. “eleven new 

research staff have been hired and each industry 

partner has at least one person devoting 20 

per cent of their time to the project,” says 

Conboy. “Organically, many of the companies 

are now working with each other on their own 

tangents, in addition to their linkages with 

the cluster. so a very successful software 

technology network has been established, 

which is proving beneficial for all involved.” 
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CLuster LeaDer

Dr Kieran Conboy 

Business Information Systems 

J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 

NUI Galway



Business Transformation  
through the Cloud

Following on from a combined study by lero (the Irish Software Engineering 

research centre) and NUI Galway on the benefits and challenges of cloud 

computing, Dr Kieran conboy and lorraine Morgan of the Enterprise 

Agility cluster at the Whitaker Institute, NUI Galway presented a keynote 

speech – ‘Business Transformation through the cloud: Fact or Fiction?’ - at 

the Enterprise Technology World Summit, which took place in croke Park 

conference centre in June 2013. The research, which received widespread 

national and international coverage, consisted of an evidence-based 

study across a number of Irish-based organisations. The study found that 

companies embracing cloud technologies are more innovative and like to 

work collaboratively, both internally and with customers. The use of cloud 

technology can also save on time taken to roll out new applications and 

administration time when the systems are operational. Additionally, the move 

away from perpetual capital expenditure to operational expenditure was 

also seen as a significant cost benefit, especially in the current economic 

environment. however, the report identified a number of barriers to businesses 

using cloud services: security and privacy issues, bandwidth and connectivity 

as well as negative perceptions of the word ‘cloud’. The study also found 

that convincing IS/IT management and employees to use the cloud was 

another barrier to bringing in the services to businesses successfully. 

The report highlighted that IT managers in particular were worried about 

the introduction of such cloud services, as these services can streamline 

internal processes, and lead to their jobs becoming obsolete. Kieran 

and lorraine have presented some of the findings from the report at 

the European conference on Information Systems (EcIS 2013) and 

the International conference on Information Systems (IcIS 2013).

EnTERPRISE AGILITy CLuSTER
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Performance 
Management
Cluster
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With the combination of 
accountancy, marketing, 
management, psychology 
and industrial engineering 
expertise, this cluster looks 

at the overarching structures of performance 
management. how do firms best encourage 
their staff to perform well? how can innovation 
be fostered? alternately, the cluster also 
addresses the reasons why certain systems 
within organisations can create dysfunction. 
they are interested in the public and private 
sectors, small and medium enterprises (sMes), 
services, and multinational companies (MnCs).  

the cluster has already had numerous 
interactions with specific organisations – both 
local and international. From Galway based 
medical devices companies to corporate giants 
like General electric, Whirlpool and nestle, 
their expertise has travelled far and wide. “It is 
important that our research leads, not only to 
the dissemination of papers and the education 
of our students, but also implemented in 
practice,” explains Professor Cristiano Busco.

Professor Busco, together with Dr emer Curtis 
of the J.e. Cairnes school of Business and 
economics, is particularly interested in the 
adoption of Integrated reporting, a new practice 
through which organizations communicate to 
a number of different stakeholders the way 
in which they add value in the short, medium 
and long term. “It is no longer enough for 
modern organisations to produce annual 
reports for their shareholders that focus 
entirely on financial performance,” he says. 

“While it is crucial for companies to turn a 

profit, this aim must also be integrated with 

sustainability, the environment and the needs of 

their customers, suppliers and the community 

generally.” the cluster is currently collaborating 

with national and international organisations 

and institutions on Integrated reporting. 

Professor Busco is part of a team that is 

conducting cross-collaborative research 

between nuI Galway, the university of edinburgh 

and the Manchester Business school to 

develop new form of business reporting able 

to support innovation and good governance. 

“this research will also contribute to the way 

CIMa, the Chartered Institute of Management 

accountants, will redesign their curricula 

used for student qualification,” he says. 

research on Management Control systems 

and Innovation involving over 60 in-depth 

interviews in companies from the medical 

device and green energy sectors has been 

carried out by Dr emer Curtis and Professor 

Breda sweeney. their study, which was 

funded by the Irish accountancy educational 

trust, focused on new product development. 

research on healthcare management carried 

out by Dr Geraldine robbins has focused 

on the use of accounting information in the 

management of Irish hospitals. Finally, a number 

of research projects on tax planning in practice, 

tax and strategy, performance measurement 

of the tax function, tax risk management, tax 

lobbying, and tax administration, are currently 

being developed by Dr emer Mulligan. 
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“While it is crucial for companies to turn 
a profit, this aim must also be integrated 
with sustainability, the environment and 
the needs of their customers, suppliers 
and the community generally.”
PRofESSoR CRISTIAno BuSCo 
J.E. cAIrNES School oF BUSINESS AND EcoNoMIcS 
NUI GAlWAy

the cluster also looks at some of the negative 
issues facing any organisation, large or small. 
“We also explore employee sabotage,” explains 
Dr elaine Wallace. “sometimes employees 
actively work against an organisation. In the 
service industry, employees are the brand. so 
their behaviour can detract from the brand image 
if they perform badly”. elaine is collaborating with 
Dr Michael hogan (school of Psychology, nuI 
Galway), and with academics in aston university, 
uk, and the university of Zaragoza, spain, on 
a new research project that seeks to better 
understand motivations for employee sabotage.

the cluster has already examined sabotage 
in the banking sector. “staff in bank branches 
have high customer contact levels and in 
this environment we see cases of under 
performance, non-compliance and the 
sabotaging of customer service efforts. the fear 
of looking bad in the eyes of an employer leads 
people to conceal mistakes they’ve made.”

the research has revealed that a lack of 
emotional commitment coupled with fear of 
customer litigation and a lack of progression 
leads to sabotage acts, as means of retaliation 
or equalisation for perceived mistreatment. 

such outcomes have implications for human 
resource policies as saboteurs are moved to 
non-customer facing roles. In banks, mangers 
highlighted the introduction of 360-degree 
metrics, incorporating employee engagement 
and customer satisfaction as well as financial 
metrics. Brand values were developed to engage 
employees with the bank’s activities and guide 
behaviour, and managers were rewarded in 
part for higher employee engagement levels. 
It is hoped that this emphasis on the ‘human 
factors’ of banking, driven by metrics, would 
curtail sabotage and enhance performance. 

CLuster LeaDers

Professor Cristiano Busco 
Accountancy and Finance 
J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 
NUI Galway

Dr elaine Wallace 
Marketing 
J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 
NUI Galway
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Success Metrics on Social networks 

In a further collaboration between Psychology (Dr Michael hogan) and 

Marketing (Dr Elaine Wallace) of NUI Galway, Professor leslie de chernatony 

of Aston University and Dr. Isabel Buil of the University of Zaragoza, the 

cluster has also been examining Facebook metrics. A lot of companies 

view ‘likes’ on Facebook as a proxy measure of customer engagement. 

yet little is known about the relationship between online engagement and 

offline brand performance. “What is motivating ‘likes’?,” asks Dr Wallace. 

“Principally the need for self-expression. Through their Facebook pages, 

many people are constructing a virtual sense of themselves through brand 

‘likes’, yet these brands may be outside of their material realities. So 

we have looked at the extent to which such ‘likes’ result in outcomes 

for brands, such as brand loyalty and positive word of mouth.”

cluster research revealed different groups of Facebook 

‘likers’ - based on the structure of their social networks, their 

personality traits, and their expressed reasons for ‘liking’.

“We discovered a number of interesting findings,” says Wallace. “Females 

tended to have more authentic intentions than males. They tended to 

‘like’ products or services that they are loyal to offline. Some social media 

users will ‘like’ a brand solely for financial benefit such as a discount 

or a competition. “The problem we have found is that the profile of 

individuals who have most authentic brand relationships, don’t interact 

with Facebook a lot. Managers must take care to avoid incentivising 

‘likes’ that result in little reward for the brand in the long term.”

PERfoRMAnCE MAnAGEMEnT CLuSTER
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Work, Society 
and Governance 
Cluster
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While much research into the 

dynamics of organisations 

often comes from a prescriptive 

managerial and business 

view, often dominated by 

profit-maximisation, the Work society and 

Governance (WsG) Cluster promotes broad 

multi-disciplinary and heterodox research 

approaches that embrace a plurality of 

perspectives to better understand how 

societal and organisational agents influence 

governance arrangements, work relations 

and labour market regulations, cultural 

systems, and decision-making processes. 

expertise is drawn from fields such as 

management, sociology, political science, law, 

economics, psychology, and health promotion. 

some of the issues addressed by the 

cluster include: identity and culture at work, 

workplace regulation, industrial relations, 

workplace resistance, employee engagement, 

organisational governance, international 

business models and international labour 

standards, workplace diversity, trade unions 

and corporate social responsibility.

“Many research groups look at workplaces 

from a business management or an economic 

perspective”, explained Dr kate kenny, former 

cluster leader. however, the focus of the WsG 

cluster is to address issues and problems 

by considering the wider macro political and 

cultural perspectives that affect micro outcomes 

and dynamics. according to Professor tony 

 “Deeper knowledge 
generation and 

direct public policy 
contributions are 

enhanced from 
the fusion of 

multidisciplinary 
expertise within 

the cluster”.
PRofESSoR Tony DunDon  

 J.E. cAIrNES School oF BUSINESS AND EcoNoMIcS 
NUI GAlWAy
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Dundon of the J.e. Cairnes school of Business 

and economics and founder of the WsG 

cluster, “deeper knowledge generation and 

direct public policy contributions are enhanced 

from the fusion of multidisciplinary expertise 

within the cluster”. For example, how political 

ideologies and the global dominance of 

neoliberalism is viewed is essential to counter 

much of the managerial and accountancy bias 

in mainstream business school thinking. From 

political science, sociology or psychology 

perspectives, the experience of work and the 

system of workplace governance take on very 

different meanings for those at the receiving 

end of poor employer decision-making. 

Issues pertaining to culture, structure and 

agency power are central to the cluster’s 

areas of inquiry and research. Considerable 

expertise now exists on the following 

key public policy debates and concerns: 

whistleblowing in the banking sector; 

employee voice; employment regulation; 

international labour standards and worker 

rights; employee engagement; workplace 

bullying and well-being; stress at work; human 

resource management and organisational 

effectiveness; skills, vocational training and 

apprenticeships; trade union bargaining; 

neoliberalism, austerity and economic crisis; 

mediation, workplace tensions and conflict 

resolution; global talent management and 

international management strategy (among 

other areas). these research areas within the 

cluster further draw on many international 

collaborations, with funding initiatives being 

carried out alongside uk, us, australian, 

and other european partners. One current 

project is looking at trade union organisation 

in Japan compared to Ireland. another has 

looked at mediation in industrial disputes 

and worker lockouts. a new comparative 

research project, to begin in 2014, will seek to 

understand how economic crisis-driven policy 

reforms translate in to changes in collective 

bargaining arrangements in manufacturing 

sector across europe (Greece, Ireland, Italy, 

Portugal, romania, slovenia, and spain). 

the impacts from the cluster’s activities address 

various areas of public policy interest and 

organisational practice. evidence-based results 

engage policy-makers, academics, practitioners 

and other scholars in areas such as migrant 

worker rights, employee information and 

consultation regulations, trade union organising 

strategies, along with other related voluntary 

and community organisations. some members 

are involved with and shape professional body 

standards, such as the Chartered Institute of 

Personnel and Development (CIPD). Other 

cluster members work with the think tank 

for action and social Change (tasC), which 

examines existing government policies and 

how they translate into working institutions.
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Assessing the Impact of Employee  
Information and Consultation 
Regulations in Cross-Border 
Enterprises on the Island of Ireland

This was a half-million euro funded project supported by a bilateral Irish 
research council and Economic and Social research council grant. The 
project was led by WSG cluster member Professor Tony Dundon, with 
partners in Queens University Belfast, Manchester University UK, and Griffith 
University, Australia. The research addressed the area of employee information 
and consultation regulations in cross-border organisations on the island 
of Ireland. Public investment in partnership and cooperative employment 
models remains high on the agenda in both the republic of Ireland and 
the UK. The current regulatory drive for employee voice potentially alters 
the voluntary nature of employment relations in both Ireland and the UK. 

This research project examined such regulatory employment change in 
24 workplace sites across 16 cross-border multi-site organisations in four 
different economic sectors. The results inform academic knowledge and 
public policy options in the areas of transnational employment regulation, 
worker and union rights for information and consultation, and labour 
market growth models. Evidence has been published reporting on the 
minimalist and weak transposition of worker rights in Ireland, compared to 
other European jurisdictions. Data is now used to address labour market 
regulation for employee voice. Further, the findings make a substantial 
contribution to the unexplored phenomenon of cross-border responses 
to employment regulations. In so doing, the results of the project adds 
to theory concerning workplace governance, European employment 
convergence vs divergence debates, and agency power and collective 
mobilisation. Important contributions have been made through published 
work concerning employment rights, government legislation and public 
policy, and organisational (in)effectiveness in the new economy across the 
EU. To date, this single research project in the WSG cluster has resulted in 
the publication of five journal articles in high-ranking international journals, 
one edited handbook on Employee Voice research and seven book chapters, 

and has made further contributions at internal conferences and events.

WoRK, SoCIETy AnD GoVERnEnCE CLuSTER
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Conflict, Rights 
and Security
Cluster
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Fifteen years on from the 

signing of the Good Friday 

agreement, many lessons 

have been learnt from the 

Irish conflict. this has placed 

Irish experts in the fields of conflict, rights and 

security in a strong position to offer well informed 

counsel to those in similar situations elsewhere. 

In addition the extensive expertise of cluster 

members on human rights, international security 

and theories of power has a direct impact 

in several other regions including the Middle 

east, Bosnia herzegovina and Latin america

the Conflict, rights and security cluster draws 

together expertise from politics, sociology, 

geography, human rights and psychology. 

through working with the Whitaker Institute, 

the group is consolidating their related research 

areas to gain new insight into the causes of 

conflict and the measures that can help to end it. 

thus far the cluster has collaborated in a number 

of areas including the invitation of international 

speakers, the organisation of conferences and 

research seminars and in joint publication.

Issues relating to the Irish conflict have not 

disappeared by any means and some of their 

work still focuses on challenges faced at home. 

throughout his career Dr niall Ó Dochartaigh 

has been involved in the study of negotiations 

and conflict resolution from a northern Irish 

perspective. he recently organised a ‘witness 

seminar’: an innovative new method of collecting 

data on people’s experiences of the troubles. 

“‘talking Peace’ took place last year here at nuI 

Galway where we looked in detail at the role 

of intermediaries in the north,” he says. “six 

people with some connection to intermediary 

work – people who had acted as intermediaries 

themselves, or their relatives as well as former 

civil servants – shared their experiences at 

the event. a number of academics along with 

senior former northern civil servants Maurice 

hayes and ken Bloomfield, and former tD 

and historian Martin Mansergh, also spoke.”  

Ó Dochartaigh has organised ten events on 

related themes in the last few years, in each 

case bringing a range of participants together 

to share information and expertise. Interestingly, 

the cluster is also involved in reflecting on conflict 

studies as an academic pursuit. “I organised a 

conference at the european university Institute 

in Florence on ‘typologies of political violence’ a 

few months ago”, he says. “We looked at how 

helpful the existing categorisations of violence 

really are. We’re discussing conflict at a meta 

level: what is wrong with the typologies we are 

using? It is in essence an interrogation of the 

discipline itself, which is intended to contribute 

at the level of methodology and epistemology.” 

Given the exceptional access researchers 

in this area have to government actors and 

state materials, it is only natural that this 

cluster is making significant impact in terms 

of informing public policy around conflict 

resolution. this impact extends beyond 

these shores to anywhere where conflict, 

rights and security are in question. 
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In particular, the cluster has an impressive 

international profile for their work on human rights 

and international issues in conflict situations. 

Professor ray Murphy and Dr shane Darcy of 

the Irish Centre for human rights have worked 

with local and international organisations in 

the Occupied Palestinian territories, Libya and 

the Balkans. they have also researched and 

published on the role of international criminal 

justice and accountability mechanisms in 

conflict and post-conflict societies. Professors 

Murphy and schabas have been frequent 

commentators in the media on the work of 

the International Criminal Court and its role in 

contributing to peace and security in transitional 

societies. additionally, Dr John Morrissey and 

Dr kathy reilly of the school of Geography 

and archaeology have developed an active 

research agenda with colleagues at the united 

nations Development Programme, the eu 

Commission and other local nGOs in post-

conflict Bosnia-herzegovina. this collaborative 

work involves thinking through the scalar nature 

of development, in which initiatives on the ground 

are framed by broader geopolitical, economic 

and institutional structures that both enable and 

hinder development in complex ways. these 

efforts have considerably strengthened nuI 

Galway’s international reputation in this field. 

the cluster has considerable expertise too 

on theories of power and cluster members 

Professor Mark haugaard and Dr kevin 

ryan of the school of the school of Political 

science and sociology are both involved in 

editing the international ‘Journal of Political 

Power’ and act as chair and secretary of the 

Political Power research Committee of the 

International Political science association. they 

recently published a co-edited book ‘Political 

Power: the Development of the Field’, which 

was part of an International Political science 

association series on the state of the art of 

political science. Last september they also 

organized two international conferences on 

power: ‘Power with, Power to and Power over’, 

which was held in nuI Galway, and a panel 

at the american Political science association 

on ‘Power and Democracy’, in Chicago. 

CLuster LeaDers

Dr Niall Ó Dochartaigh 
School of Political Science and Sociology 
NUI Galway

Dr Shane Darcy 
School of law 
NUI Galway

“We’re discussing conflict at a meta level:  
what is wrong with the typologies we are using? 
It is in essence an interrogation of the discipline 
itself, which is intended to contribute at the 
level of methodology and epistemology.”
DR nIALL Ó DoCHARTAIGH 
School oF PolITIcAl ScIENcE AND SocIoloGy
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The memoirs of Brendan Duddy

The ‘Troubles’ are an immensely complex period in Irish 

history. official state documents relating to the period only 

offer limited understanding of the reality of the time. 

Dr Niall Ó Dochartaigh has recently begun publishing extensively 

about the secret back channel negotiations that took place 

between the IrA and the British government from the early 

1970s to the 1990s. Not only does Ó Dochartaigh have access to 

official documents, but also memoirs from the key intermediary 

at the time, Brendan Duddy, who kept private papers and diaries 

of the negotiations in 1975 and in the 1990s. “Throughout 

1975 the British and Irish met every single week in Duddy’s 

house,” he says. “It was the only time in the whole conflict that 

there was a series of meetings of this kind and Duddy wrote 

in it every day through this intense period of negotiations.” 

At a time when back-channel negotiations are being utilised 

in Afghanistan, Iraq and the Middle East, Duddy’s account 

provides a unique insight into the dynamics of conflict and 

secret peace-making that can’t be found in the official records.

ConfLICT, RIGHTS & SECuRITy CLuSTER
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Group Decision 
Making Cluster

In all societies, there’s a 

need for groups to make 

collective decisions. otherwise 

we couldn’t coexist and 

cooperate. From daily 

household decisions, jury duty to democratic 

elections, we are faced with collective decision-

making on a regular basis. In each situation, 

however, different mechanisms are used to 

make collective choices. 

A group of friends deciding which restaurant 

to eat in may use a simple ‘majority rule’ 

approach. In more serious situations, like a 

jury deciding a person’s guilt or innocence, a 

unanimous verdict may be necessary. 

In democratic countries, a variety of voting 

systems are used across the world to decide 

which political leaders to elect. But which 

one is the best? 

“There’s a theorem in mathematics - Arrow’s 

Impossibility Theorem - which says there’s 

no perfect way for groups to make collective 

decisions,” explains Ashley Piggins. “Arrow 

stated that whatever method you use, all 

of them will have some kind of flaw. In this 

cluster we try to think up ways of overcoming 

this problem.” 

Experts from economics, political science, 

philosophy, psychology and mathematics all 

form the cluster. Finding optimum decision 

making processes for various situations, 

scrutinising electoral systems, analysing voting 

data and assessing society’s definition of ‘value’ 

are some of the areas examined by the group. 

“In economics, it is important to try and 

understand how much value people attach to 

things that they cannot buy in a market setting,” 

says Piggins. “can you put a monetary value on 

the provision of public parks, breathing clean 

air, or having a good climate? Economists want 

to attach values to these things. So we try and 

devise mechanisms to gain insights into how 

important such things are in society.” 

While much of the work done by the group 

is in the theoretical realm - with several 

academic publications under their belt - the 

cluster has great potential in terms of having 

significant impact on informing electoral 

policies both here and abroad. 

CLuster LeaDer

Dr ashley Piggins 

Economics 

J.E. cairnes School of Business 

and Economics, NUI Galway

20
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The uS Electoral College Conundrum

The US electoral system has, in the past, been seen to generate 

some anomalies. The most recent example would be the 2000 

election of George W Bush through the contested state of Florida. 

Bush received fewer popular votes than Al Gore in that election, 

but won it nonetheless. This is well-known problem with the 

Electoral college. however, the Group Decision Making cluster 

has found another inconsistency in the Electoral college system.

“Sometimes the winner of the US election is determined by 

properties of the system that seem not to matter,” says Dr Piggins. 

In others words, the wrong candidate gets elected. The size of 

the Electoral college in the US is in part fixed by the size of the 

house of representatives, currently standing at 435 members.

“If you increased that number then you would sometimes 

get a different president elected even if nobody changed 

their vote. So say everyone casts their vote on Election Day. 

If they were to vote the same way the following day, but you 

changed the size of the house of representatives in the 

meantime, you could end up with a different President. 

“This is a very troubling feature of the Electoral college. 

The winner is not always independent of the size of the 

house. Although we are led to believe that the President 

is elected by the people, sometimes the President 

can be elected by a fluke of the mechanism.” 

GRouP DECISIon MAKInG CLuSTER
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the Centre for environment, 

Development and sustainability 

(CeDs) concentrates on 

meanings and measurements 

of sustainability – from 

social, economic, political, spatial and cultural 

perspectives. there are over 30 members 

in the group drawn from political science, 

sociology, economics, geography, legal 

science and Irish. the Centre promotes 

interdisciplinary research to address pressing 

challenges facing humanity today, especially 

the increasing complexity and uncertainty 

surrounding development and sustainability 

efforts. their research remit incorporates issues 

of governance, policy, democracy, citizenship 

and political participation. the study of socio-

economic and cultural levers for sustainable 

development forms another main focus of 

CeDs. the Whitaker Institute’s support has 

enabled CeDs to develop an environment 

conducive to research collaboration, critical 

reflection and interdisciplinary inquiry. 

CeDs members are actively 

engaged in research and teaching 

in four key thematic areas: 

Theme I - Sustainability, knowledge 

and everyday practices 

Theme II - Sustainable rural systems 

Theme III - Marine and coastal environments 

Theme IV - Governance, 

development and contestation

CeDs members use a range of qualitative, 

quantitative, inter- and trans-disciplinary research 

methodologies, including interviews and focus 

groups, ethnographic and action research, surveys 

and secondary analysis of publicly available 

data sets and policy analysis. the visualisation 

of data through diagrams, illustrations and 

maps constitutes a core strength of CeDs.

some of this cluster’s most successful and 

innovative research is being carried out by its 

graduate researchers. One recent example is PhD 

candidate alexandra Lima revez’s research on 

the potential for public participation to improve 

flood risk management strategies in Ireland, which 

emphasises the value of social science research 

as a means of innovating flood management. 

alexandra’s profile is now clearly established and 

she has been invited to speak at a number of 

national conferences organised around the issue 

of flooding and flood management. Other projects 

include research on sustainable food production 

and consumption in private households and 

organisations and work on economic and social 

development issues in Ireland and abroad, carried 

out by PhD candidates in Political science and 

sociology, Geography, economics and Irish. 

CLuster LeaDers

Dr Marie Mahon 
Geography 
School of Geography and Archaeology 
NUI Galway

Dr Henrike Rau 
School of Political Science and Sociology 
NUI Galway
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ConSEnSuS (Consumption, 
Environment and Sustainability)

coNSENSUS uses innovative social science and collaborative research methods 
to explore trends and solutions for sustainable household consumption in 
Ireland (North and South). launched in 2009, this five-year project involves 
researchers from Trinity college Dublin and the National University of Ireland, 
Galway. coNSENSUS is funded by the STrIVE (Science, Technology, research 
and Innovation for the Environment) Programme which is administered by 
the Irish Environmental Protection Agency. cEDS co-chairs Dr Frances Fahy 
(School of Geography and Archaeology) and Dr henrike rau (School of Political 
Science and Sociology) have led the NUIG-based part of coNSENSUS.

coNSENSUS aims to advance knowledge on:

• Drivers of and incentives for sustainable behaviour change

• The measurement and evaluation of sustainable household consumption

• The links between consumption, health and wellbeing

• The governance of household consumption  
 through institutional practice and participation

coNSENSUS has directly engaged over 2,000 members of the public 
along with 100 government, private sector and civil society stakeholders 
from across Ireland (North and South). The Foundational Phase involved an 
all-Ireland survey to assess environmental attitudes and actions amongst 
householders with respect to sustainable consumption. It also included 
analysis of sustainable consumption governing tools and initiatives 
internationally making recommendations for the Irish context. The Exploratory 
Phase applied participatory backcasting techniques in our studies of 
home energy, water and food consumption practices. This involved stakeholders 
and citizen-consumers in the design of future visions and action plans for 
sustainable heating, washing and eating practices. coNSENSUS transport 
research used mixed methods focusing on the potential of teleworking 
and workplace travel plans to promote sustainable mobility practices.

EnVIRonMEnT, DEVELoPMEnT AnD SuSTAInABILITy CLuSTER
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Key results of the project include the identification of a persistent 
gap between reported environmental concerns and sustainable 
behaviours of Irish citizens; the evaluation of educational initiatives, 
infrastructures, incentives and restructured working relationships to 
transform mobility practices; and the development of future scenarios 
of sustainable eating, washing and heating practices. Transition 
frameworks have identified steps for policy, business and civil society 
to build towards these future sustainable consumption scenarios.

Publicly accessible outputs from the project include a set of exciting, 
two-minute video animations. These videos are showcased on a brand 
new project website – www.consensus.ie – containing coNSENSUS’s 
latest research documents, publications and a regularly updated blog. 
one animation provides an overview of coNSENSUS’s research on 
sustainable transport, food, energy and water consumption. Another 
animation describes coNSENSUS’s collaborative visioning process that 
re-imagined how we might carry out our daily washing, eating and heating 
practices in the future. This video makes the argument for re-framing the 
challenge of sustainable behaviour change as a challenge of innovation 
in people’s everyday practices, opening up a host of novel technology, 
educational and policy interventions. lastly, an animated infographic 
completes the video set, depicting key results from coNSENSUS’s all-

Ireland survey of 1,500 households on sustainable consumption. 
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Gender inequality, which 
remains endemic in many 
societies, is most frequently 
analysed from a social 
justice perspective. Its 

wider economic implications have received 
less attention. In many countries, gender 
inequality – which almost exclusively means 
inequality for women – is imposed with 
varying degrees of subtlety. In others, it is 
institutionalised and codified. everywhere, 
it has economic consequences which can 
bear heavily of businesses and on states.

the gender and public policy cluster 
examines the economic and social impact of 
inequality. the group encompasses political 
scientists, legal experts, social gerontologists, 
health economists and sociologists. 

Gender and economics is a particularly urgent 
area needing more insight. It is already well 
known that income inequality is prevalent 
across the world based on gender, but other 
consequences of inequality, such as economic 

“Gender discrimination doesn’t just affect the 
individuals directly involved. It has impacts 

on households and families. So anyone 
shedding light on some of the issues in a 

systematic way has a huge impact.”
DR nATA DuVVuRy, School oF PolITIcAl ScIENcE AND SocIoloGy, NUI GAlWAy.

empowerment, labour force participation 
and asset ownership are less well-known.

asset ownership among women is difficult to 
calculate but is hugely significant in terms of 
assessing economic equality. “this is a big 
issue for women in terms of their own economic 
independence,” explains Dr nata Duvvury. 
“they may work, but do they have control 
of their own income? Can they accumulate 
wealth? significantly, the limited information 
that is available varies little from country to 
country. One of the problems is there’s very 
little data. accumulation of wealth by men 
tends to be more visible – a reflection of gender 
norms; traditionally women were not expected 
to be independent economic agents.” 

Legal experts are also assessing how 
institutionalised judiciary processes 
perpetuate gender inequality. “the cluster 
is looking at how laws pertaining to marital 
property contracts, pre-nuptial agreements, 
divorce settlements and inheritance laws 

are made up,” explains Duvvury. 
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“We also have people from social gerontology 

looking at ageing and older women. It is 

clear, however, that in every age group there 

are inequalities militating against women.”

 a recent report on older women workers’ 

access to pensions highlighted the extent to 

which inequalities still exist in Ireland. Only 

one-third of eligible older women are in receipt 

of full contributory pensions, while two-thirds 

receive the non-contributory pension. 

“When we released the access to pension’s 

report, which garnered a lot of media 

attention, we received numerous messages 

from women writing to thank us for capturing 

their experience and bringing this inequality 

to the surface,” explains Duvvury. “Gender 

discrimination doesn’t just affect the 

individuals directly involved. It has impacts 

on households and families. so anyone 

shedding light on some of the issues in a 

systematic way has a huge impact.” 

this research on pensions also has an 

international dimension. Dr Áine ní Léime chairs 

an Irish research Council-funded international 

research network on Gender, Older Workers 

and the Lifecourse, which analyses the impact 

of pension reforms and policies to extend the 

working lives of women across eu countries 

and the united states. such policies aim to 

shift responsibility for providing for old age 

away from the state and towards individuals. 

they are likely to have a disadvantageous 

effect on women and men in precarious work. 

an international conference, supported in part 

by the Whitaker Institute in september 2012, 

and an international workshop on gender and 

the lifecourse was held in May 2013, featuring 

keynote addresses by Professor nicky Lefeuvre 

of the Lives Institute in Lausanne and Professor 

Debi street of the university of Buffalo, usa. 

CLuster LeaDers

Dr Nata Duvvury 

Global Women’s Studies 

School of Political Science and Sociology 

NUI Galway

Dr Áine Ní Léime 

Economics 

J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 

NUI Galway
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The economic costs of intimate 
partner violence 

While domestic violence is outlawed by policymakers in most countries, 

its existence is frequently condemned within frames such as a human 

rights violations or immorality. however the economic impact is rarely 

taken into consideration. Dr Nata Duvvury recently finished a report in 

Vietnam at the request of the Vietnamese government and the UN.  

“This is the first time there’s been a concrete cost estimation from 

a middle income country,” she says. “We established empirically 

the cost of violence against women, both rudimentary costs: such 

as health, police and courts cost. We also looked at indirect costs, 

the ripple effect violence can have on days lost from paid or unpaid 

work, days lost doing household work, the impact on children etc. 

“We estimated the macro costs of accessing services plus the opportunity 

cost in terms of lost household income, and found that it makes up 

1.41 per cent of GDP in Vietnam. We also estimated a productivity 

impact based on lost earnings and found that women subjected to 

systematic violence experience a 35 per cent decrease in earnings.” 

The research attracted the attention of the World Bank which requested 

that the cluster work with them in developing a broad background paper 

on the impact of violence against women on economic growth globally. 

The paper provides a conceptual frame to map the impacts of violence on 

economic growth and highlights the significant loss to the economy via 

short-run impact on economic output due to absenteeism and medium-

term impact on productivity. These losses are particularly significant in 

countries of the Global South, which often have limited resources for 

growth. In Bangladesh and Uganda, the output loss due to domestic 

violence against women in 2012 was equivalent to 23 per cent and 31 per 

cent of the percentage of GDP spent on education and training in the same 

year. recognizing the significant costs of violence against women is critical 

to understanding that sustainable growth requires that governments give 

priority to a comprehensive response to reduce and prevent violence.

GEnDER AnD PuBLIC PoLICy CLuSTER
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housed across several 
disciplines within the social 
sciences, the health and Well-
Being cluster take a holistic 
approach. Psychology, sociology, 

economics, law, nursing and health promotion 
come together to find novel ways to improve our 
physical and mental health and well-being. 

Each group are already involved in significant 
research projects of their own – the psychology 
discipline is currently doing major trials in pain 
research, and examining Alzheimer’s and Dementia; 
while the health promotion group are assessing 
the usefulness of online interventions in mental 
health promotion, and is also involved with the 
World health organisation healthy cities project. 

In sociology, the development of wisdom over the 
life course is being addressed in detail, including 
the wisdom that immigrants provide and contribute 
to Irish culture. There is also work being carried out 
in life span development, the biology of cognitive 
decline, and how emotion can impact heart health. 

Across disciplines, one finds a variety of 
perspectives and international collaboration 
is also key to the cluster’s approach, given 
how best practice in these areas is very often 
found elsewhere. In 2012, the cluster brought 
together some of that international expertise 
through the organisation of the first Well Being 
in Ireland conference at NUI Galway. 

It was at this conference that the group agreed 
upon their collective desire to be instrumental in 

the design of a new national well-being index. 

Their belief is that such an instrument has 

the potential to directly impact on the lives of 

communities right around the country. Importantly, 

this is a goal that is synergistic with the goals 

of the new healthy Ireland framework, which 

focuses in part on the development of new 

health and well-being indicators for Ireland. 

“We identified a major barrier to well-being in 

Ireland in that we don’t have a way of measuring 

it,” explains Dr Mike hogan. “We have a school of 

thought that dominates politics which says well-

being is essentially linked to economic growth. 

GDP is the way economics defines Well-Being. If 

we’re growing and spending then we’re happy. 

“Economic growth and employment are hugely 

important, but the link between income growth and 

happiness breaks down beyond a certain income 

threshold, upon which there’s no increase in Well-

Being. Social progress and well-being are far 

more complex than simple wealth growth. So we 

are part of a movement calling for economists to 

move beyond the index of GDP, and integrate with 

sociology, psychology, and other social science 

disciplines which highlight other values-in-action 

that are an essential part of human well-being.” 

CLuster LeaDers

Dr Mike Hogan 

Dr annMarie groarke 

School of Psychology 

NUI Galway

Health and 
Well-Being Cluster
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HEALTH AnD WELL-BEInG CLuSTER

Well-Being Indices

Well-being indices are rare indeed globally with canada and 

Bhutan having the most developed policies. Scotland, France and 

Britain have also done some very important and innovative work 

in the area. Well Being might be measured under a number of 

objective and subjective criteria including but not exclusive to:  

• level of education achieved 

• life expectancy 

• Income levels 

• Unemployment levels 

• Work/life balance

• culture and leisure activities

• Sense of purpose or meaning in life

The oEcD recently published some guidelines on how best to approach 

the measurement of well-being. one problem with attempting to 

develop an index like this is how politically contested a term it can be. 

criteria will vary from country to country. “An index is not enough,” says 

hogan. “you need people on the ground who buy into the importance 

of well-being and have a shared perspective on what it is. only then will 

government promote it and attract project work into communities.” 

In summer 2013, the cluster organised the second Irish Well-Being conference 

at NUI Galway. Directors of the UK, canadian, Japanese, and Scottish Well 

Being indices presented keynote papers on the approach taken in their county, 

and Dr Mike hogan and Professor Benjamin Broome (Arizona State University) 

facilitated a collective intelligence workshop where conference participants 

identified and structured key strategic objectives that would enhance national 

well-being and key barriers to implementing well-being policies. The topic of 

an Irish index will be a top priority of the Irish Government in the future and 

it is expected that much progress will be made through the input of citizens 

and experts. A major goal of the health and Well-Being cluster at the Whitaker 

Institute for Innovation and Societal change is to facilitate citizens and 

experts in the design of well-being measures and policies moving forward.
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What makes some cities or 

towns more liveable than 

others? Why are some local 

economies more innovative 

or creative than others? 

this cluster examines how planning, place, 

and public policy affect creativity and quality 

of life in cities, towns, and regions. a key 

assumption of the cluster is that successful 

advanced economies flourish in places with 

a creative, flexible and healthy population 

and where cities and towns have a real 

sense of place and cultural distinctiveness.

“In essence there are two sides to the research 

aims of this cluster,” explains Dr Patrick Collins. 

the first looks at how we are living and is 

concerned with issues of liveability, while the 

second is more focused on people and places 

and how they use creativity to succeed. “the 

term liveability tries to unpack the notion of 

urban design. all around the world we have 

created places that we deem liveable. But a 

lot of mistakes have been made.  Much of 

this could be attributed to the widespread 

adoption of the athens Charter, which was 

responsible for so much suburban sprawl, and 

the prioritisation in planning of the automobile.”

Cities have sprawled out of their original 

geographic scope. now urban thinkers are 

trying to get planners to re-evaluate how they 

are designed, moving away from an automobile 

focus to a more personal scale through the 

promotion of cycling, public transport and 

walkability.  “the way we plan, design, build and 

maintain our cities, towns and suburbs matters” 

“Better planning 
makes sense from a 

social perspective. 
You can draw obvious 

correlations between 
rates of obesity 
and city sprawl, 

for example. Cities 
that sprawl have 

worse environmental 
records, air quality 

and more industrial 
pollution.”

DR PATRICK CoLLInS  
School oF GEoGrAPhy AND ArchAEoloGy, 

NUI GAlWAy
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explains Prof. kevin M. Leyden. “Land-use and 

transportation planning has profound effects 

on our health and well-being. It also affects 

our carbon footprint and the nature of the local 

economy. Planning is a very serious business.”

“Dublin is due recognition in terms of initiatives 

they’re trying to put in place, like the expansion 

of Dublin Bikes,” says Collins. there are plenty 

of small examples of how we are trying to 

make places more liveable, the real test is 

bringing these together in a meaningful way. 

Better planning makes sense from a social 

perspective. You can draw obvious correlations 

between rates of obesity and city sprawl, 

for example,” says Collins. “Cities that 

sprawl have worse environmental records, 

air quality and more industrial pollution.”

“We are finally recognizing the importance 

of cities and towns and the need to make 

them more attractive places to live in” says 

Leyden. Leyden and his colleagues were 

recently awarded an eu Cooperation in 

science & technology (COst) transit & urban 

Development Grant called “People Friendly 

Cities in a Data rich World.” the goal of the 

four year action is to promote research and 

linkages between academics and practitioners 

interested in making cities smarter and more 

liveable using big data and other means. 

the creative aspect of this cluster looks at the 

rise of the creative economy. “as a concept it 

is broad; it pertains to people and industries 

that see creativity at the core of their work. this 

includes everyone from artists to gamers and 

graphic designers,” explains Dr Patrick Collins.

“It’s an economy that’s moved countercyclical 

to the rest of the traditional economy over 

the last five years – showing growth patterns 

– and is one that is generally unrecognised 

in the policy sense. so our aim is to get 

policy makers to turn their attention to the 

potential for supporting creative economies.”  

Collins sees the creative economy as important, 

not just in terms of economic contributions, 

but broader social and psychological 

contributions as well. “What is important 

about the creative economy and how it 

works, is that it marks a departure from the 

traditional industrial model and that is exciting 

in terms of the opportunities it can offer”. 

CLuster LeaDers

Professor Kevin M. Leyden 

School of Political Science and Sociology 

NUI Galway

Dr Patrick Collins 

Geography 

School of Geography and Archaeology 

NUI Galway
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The West of Ireland’s TV and film Cluster

In 2012 collins and his team secured funding for €1.1 million from the Northern 

Periphery Programme (NPP) to look at the presence of the creative economy in 

peripheral regions in Europe. The creative Edge project came about on the back of 

work they had carried out looking at the creative Economy in the west of Ireland. 

Bringing together universities, development agencies and industry bodies from 

Ireland, Northern Ireland, Finland and Sweden, the creative Edge project has 

five partners: the Whitaker Institute at NUI Galway and the Western Development 

commission in the west of Ireland; craigavon Borough council, a member of 

South East Economic Development in Northern Ireland; Kemi-Tornio University of 

Applied Sciences in northern Finland; and Film i Vasterbotten in northern Sweden.

The project grew from direct consultations with the creative industries across a 

variety of sectors in the NPP region and complemented other work the project 

partners had been engaged in on the creative economy. Evidence pointed to 

the potential growth of the sector and very positive spill-overs to other sectors 

of the economy. of particular policy relevance were the constraints faced by 

new and established creative industries in the NPP region. An inability to access 

international markets and share information, and learn from contemporaries 

at home and abroad, were the central challenges and starting point for the 

creative Edge project. An initial partnership involving the Western Development 

commission, craigavon Borough council, and NUI Galway was formed. This 

broadened to include Nordic partners and collaboration extended to include 

Film i Vasterbotten in Sweden and Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences 

in Finland. The Nordic experience recognised the massive growth potential, 

but was more concerned on matching creative talents to creative industries.

related projects that have grown alongside that work is concerned with 

the audio-visual sector in the region and its evolution over the past 30 

years. research here will form part of a bid for Galway to become the 

next UNESco city of Film – alongside Sydney and Bradford. 

“With 50 production companies and their supporting institutions such as rTE, GMIT, 

TG4 – we have a cluster of reasonable significance on the west coast of Ireland. 

We estimated the direct economic contribution of the cluster in 2012 at €72 million 

and employment in the industry at 610 full time equivalents in county Galway.”

CREATIVE, LIVEABLE AnD SuSTAInABLE CoMMunITIES CLuSTER
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the evolution of a connected 

business network cluster as 

an innovation ecosystem is 

not so far removed from the 

evolution of a species. Of 

course one would never be able to identify this 

without looking at the process in detail. the 

Whitaker Institute’s Innovation and structural 

Change cluster have been embedded in this area 

for several years. In fact, more than any other, 

this group maintains the heritage of the Institute 

going back to its former identity as the Centre 

for Innovation and structural Change (CIsC).

Drawing together expertise from fields such 

as economic geography, business, strategy, 

marketing, entrepreneurship and innovation 

studies, the principal research goal of this cluster 

is to examine industrial cluster evolution and 

regional competitiveness. this involves research 

on industrial ecosystems and technology 

capabilities development, and one of the topics 

the group focuses on is how and why regional 

innovation clusters form, grow or even decline 

and become extinct. “We’re interested in their 

evolution,” says Dr Paul ryan. “We look at it as 

a life cycle and factors, such as the importance 

of specialisation, can lead to efficiencies. We 

also examine the dangers of over-specialisation. 

adaptation is key. a cluster, like a species, is 

vulnerable to extinction if it over-specialises.” 

From an innovation perspective, Galway is 

unique. the now well-established medical 

technology cluster present there – which 

includes 16 of the top 20 medical technology 

companies in the world – did not evolve in 

the way most other industrial clusters have 

elsewhere. “For a regional cluster to develop, 

there usually must be something in place 

– like a university or entrepreneur that is 

driving its development,” explains Dr ryan. 

“Over time it evolves as other companies and 

multinationals (MnCs) are attracted to the 

area and a cluster forms. In Galway’s case, 

the reverse happened. the MnCs started to 

arrive, attracted by Ireland’s tax policies as 

well as an available semi-skilled, medium-cost 

labour pool. then the university responded 

to their needs and many indigenous 

companies began to grow out of the cluster.” 

there is no right or wrong way for specialised 

regional innovation to emerge – Galway 

being the case in point – but ryan and the 

group are studying patterns and assessing 

what works. “In some cases, one might 

see foreign MnCs coming in and all of 

a sudden a number of local companies 

will emerge around them,” he says. “as 

the cluster grows, more and more local 

entrepreneurs enter the fray working in 

the same general area as everyone else 

but doing things slightly differently. this 

diversification is parallel to Darwin’s evolution. 

the most adaptable will survive while the 

over-specialised will fall by the wayside.” 
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Looking at business on the ‘meso’ level – 
between macro and micro – the group assess 
how industry, academia, technology transfer 
offices (ttOs), the entrepreneur and MnCs 
communicate, collaborate and integrate with 
each other. “analysing knowledge flows from 
each of the various stakeholders is key,” says 
ryan. “all will have quite different motivations 
and this can lead to friction. the motivations 
of industry are commercialisation is getting 
products to market. the university motivation 
is to achieve publications. Both are working 
on different timelines with different priorities.” 
this research lends itself to innovation in 
terms of policy and systems, collaboration, 
and how open innovation works. 

In addition they look at industrial competitiveness 
and entrepreneurial activities, with a focus on 
the medical technology sector. as such their 
research goes well beyond the academic journal. 
“nuI Galway is currently establishing facilities to 
conduct recognised clinical trials here in Galway,” 
says ryan. “In order to get a medical product 
to any market you need clinical trials. at the 
moment you can only really do that in the us. 
We need that service provided here in Galway. It 
will take some time before we have the credibility 
that the us Food and Drugs administration 
(FDa) have but we’ll get there.” some cluster 
members have also worked with the Irish Medical 
Devices association in drawing up a recent 
report on how best to enhance opportunities 

for entrepreneurship within the sector.  

CLuster LeaDer

Dr Paul Ryan 

Management 

J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 

NUI Galway

“We look at it as 
a life cycle and 
factors, such as 
the importance of 
specialisation, can 
lead to efficiencies. 
We also examine 
the dangers of 
over-specialisation. 
Adaptation is key. 
A cluster, like a 
species, is vulnerable 
to extinction if it 
over-specialises.”
DR PAuL RyAn  
J.E. cAIrNES School oF BUSINESS 
NUI GAlWAy
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Environmental Demands  
Versus Competitiveness

one of the clusters’ recent research projects explored how some companies 
respond to demanding environmental regulations in ways that enhance their 
competitiveness. With funding from the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the Fulbright commission, as well as partnering with a number 
of international collaborators, the cluster examined three sectors of Irish 
industry to look at their response to integrated pollution control licensing. They 
created a dataset from company information held by the EPA, allowing them 
to quantify technology adoption, managerial practices and environmental 
performance. They then carried out case study research to identify managerial 
practices aimed at identifying and implementing change in work practice to 
ensure regulatory compliance and go beyond that to improved resource use, 
cost efficiencies, market advantages and improved competitiveness.

Their research has led to the development of a new methodology for 
comparing the environmental performance of diverse industrial sectors. 
They have been able to develop advice for regulators looking to balance the 
need for environmental protection with goals of economic development. 

The research has been published in a number of highly-ranked 
journals – regional Studies (ranked in the top quartile of Economics 
journals by ISI) and the Journal of cleaner Production (ranked in 
the top quartile of Environmental Studies journals by ISI).

InnoVATIon AnD STRuCTuRAL CHAnGE CLuSTER
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the Whitaker Institute’s Population 
and Migration research 
Cluster encompasses skill-sets 
from economics, geography, 
political science, sociology, 

health promotion and psychology – reflecting the 
importance of this field of research and its relevance 
to many academic disciplines. there are 20 listed 
staff members in the group, and counting. “the 
creation of the cluster provides an opportunity to 
come together and be more aware of each other’s 
research,” explains Dr Mary Cawley. “In so doing 
we can identify areas where there may be scope 
for collaboration, including the development of 
funding initiatives. some colleagues are already 
involved in developing joint grant proposals”.

the group has three central aims: to research 
key features of contemporary population 
and migration in critical ways; to contribute 
to theory and trafficking research; and to 
contribute to critiques of policy and policy 
design and help meet existing societal needs. 

Population and migration trends have profound 
impacts on all areas of social policy and societal 
development, hence the scale of the research 
effort and the diversity of skillsets applied to it. 
the research is funded from an extensive range 
of national and international sources, including: 
atlantic Philanthropies; Barnardos; Department 
of education and skills, nI; Department of health 
and Children; eu; Galway educate together; 
health research Board; higher education 
authority; Irish research Council; unesCO; 

WhO. PhD research projects completed 
and in progress include studies of Brazilian 
immigration to Ireland, youth workers, second 
generation return migration, identity formation 
among new immigrant youth, advocacy and 
agenda setting. several studies encompass the 
‘new Irish’- the children of immigrants – and 
the ease, or otherwise, with which they have 
integrated into our more diversified culture. 

the Population and Migration research Cluster 
has already accumulated a body of work 
accompanied by valuable information exchange 
within the Group and through national and 
international networking. events organised 
include: a seminar series, a symposium which 
focused on theoretical, methodological and policy 
issues relating to research about children and 
families, visiting speakers, a workshop on using 
the ‘Growing up in Ireland’ data and specialised 
sessions at national and international conferences. 
Formal structures are in place to share research 
and plans have been formulated for funding 
initiatives and for student exchange programmes. 

CLuster LeaDers

Dr. Mary Cawley                                                               
Geography                                                                         
School of Geography and Archaeology                                                                                       
NUI Galway

Dr. Valerie Ledwith 
geography 
School of geography and archaeology 
NUI galway   

Population and
Migration Cluster
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The Galway Education Survey

Funded by the Irish research council and the European commission, 

the Galway Education Survey, conducted by Dr Valerie ledwith and Dr 

Kathy reilly of the School of Geography and Archaeology, looks into 

how variables such as neighbourhood, school and home environments 

are affecting the educational outcomes and experiences of young 

migrants in second level education in Galway city and its environs.   

Through publications and peer-reviewed articles, the research has provided 

vital insights into the experiences of young migrants living in the west’s 

largest city. In particular, the research to date suggests that the achievement 

gap between groups of young migrants and their non-migrant peers in 

Galway city and urban fringe is strongly associated with issues of access 

and mobility. The structure of the examination system encourages streaming 

that impacts on the possibility of migrant participation in education at the 

university level. In addition, current school enrolment practices indirectly 

influence educational outcomes among young migrants by constraining 

their ability to choose what school to attend. The research also highlights 

the relationship between Galway city and its urban-rural fringe in terms of 

migrant student commuting patterns and suggests that the achievement gap 

is related to residential patterns and segregated attendance between schools. 

The investigators have worked closely with Galway Migrant Services, 

the Interagency Strategy Group on Integration and Diversity in county 

Galway, and the Galway rural Development company, providing 

stakeholder and practitioner communities with a strong platform from 

which to assess in detail the position of young migrants in Irish society. 

This has resulted in the launch and publication of the Galway county 

Integration and Diversity Strategy; it is envisioned that this strategy will 

be actioned between 2013 and 2017. Actions linked to the strategy 

involving further research at NUI Galway include: exploring migrant 

experiences of tertiary education and mapping migrant services across 

Galway city and county. This research engages multiple practitioner and 

community interests and will be conducted throughout 2014 – 2015. 

PoPuLATIon AnD MIGRATIon CLuSTER
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Social Innovation 
and Policy 
Cluster



known but deemed equally significant. In all 

cases it is the partnership between divergent 

sections of society which is central.  

“In looking at obesity in Ireland, we have found 

that people from lower socio-economic classes, 

those who have not completed secondary school 

and the unemployed, can be disadvantaged in 

terms of access to fresh fruit and vegetables and 

adequate recreational facilities,” says Domegan. 

“We must look at the bigger picture. the 

government, public and private sectors can only 

tackle obesity if they work together - this problem 

is bigger than each of them as it relates to health, 

environmental and educational inequalities.” 

Much of the clusters’ research is participant-led 

or generated. a grassroots approach is central 

to their remit as they endeavour to combine 

formal expertise with common sense and wisdom 

generated from local communities. “those directly 

involved with an issue must be present from the 

start to define the problem and also suggest 

solutions,” stresses Domegan. “We must move 

away from the old, ‘I’m telling you to stop smoking’ 

approach to saying, ‘let’s help you stop smoking.’” 

CLuster LeaDer

Dr Christine Domegan 

Marketing 

J.E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 

NUI Galway

the fundamental premise 
behind the social Innovation 
and Policy cluster is that 
when government, the public 
sector and the private sector 

work together, they hold a key role in creating 
a vibrant, equality-based society for all. 

While social innovation is a broad term, 
this cluster takes a focused approach to 
their field in terms of how their work can 
be translated directly into public policy. 

specific societal problems currently facing 
Irish and european people - such as obesity, 
sustainable marine resources, public transportation 
and antibiotic resistance - are addressed using 
a holistic approach to problem solving. a 
combination of academic and practical methods, 
examining behavioural change, participatory 
processes, social movements and mobilisation, 
as well as using knowledge partnerships 
and community intervention programmes, 
are core to how this cluster operates. 

“We look for community and collective initiatives 
that may bring about positive social change,” 
explains Dr Christine Domegan. “We want to 
empower individuals so that they have a better 
quality of life. society benefits from this as well.” 

some of the social issues addressed - like 
obesity - are very obvious and frequently 
covered in the mainstream media. Others - 
such as antibiotic resistance - are less well 
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“We look for community and collective initiatives that 
may bring about positive social change. We want 
to empower individuals so that they have a better 
quality of life. Society benefits from this as well.” 
DR CHRISTInE DoMEGAn  
SocIAl INNoVATIoN AND PolIcy clUSTEr. 
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Sea for Society (SfS)

An example of this participant-led approach is a European funded Sea 

for Society project bringing together 28 partners and associated partners 

from 12 countries in a dialogue process and joint actions to consider key 

sustainable marine questions. With European citizens not fully aware of 

the daily link they have with marine ecosystem services they benefit from 

and how their behaviours are potentially threatening these services, key 

stakeholders, citizens and young people discuss how to change their vision 

and relation to the seas. Putting this into practice, SFS is using collective 

Intelligence, an “idea generating” and “barrier structuring” process, to 

develop a deep understanding of the marine and develop the basis for 

effective action in a spirit of collaboration, consensus and commitment.

As a bottom-up collective approach to help the European maritime 

policies and support public and private engagement, the outcomes 

of this open-dialogue phase are to identify and select cross-cutting 

challenges in various regions and cultures in Europe. In 2014, a European-

wide mobilization campaign will be launched to broaden the transfer of 

knowledge and best practice to a much larger audience. It will aim at 

empowering actors and citizens to develop innovative common ocean-

based solutions to face the global crisis and head for a new ‘Blue Society’. 

Another example of the clusters’ impact is seen through Dr. Khoo’s 

consumer health activism article in the high-impact journal, Social Science 

and Medicine, early 2012. It led to three policy commissions from the 

commonwealth Secretariat for high-level global policy meetings: two 

commonwealth health Partnerships briefings for the commonwealth 

health Ministers Meetings in 2012 and 2013 and a contribution to the 

2013 commonwealth Governance handbook, the key policy resource for 

the commonwealth heads of Government Meeting in November 2013. 

It, like SFS and other Social Innovation and Policy work, 

moves beyond ad hoc campaigns to individual and community 

empowerment. It’s about how our societies operate, and the 

structures that govern it for full-scale social change.

SoCIAL InnoVATIon AnD PoLICy CLuSTER
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Infrastructure



the Measurement Instrument Databank 
for the social sciences (MIDss) is an open 
access repository of shareable assessment 
instruments used to collect data from 
across the social sciences. It currently 
contains in excess of 530 instruments, and 
researchers worldwide have submitted their 
measurement instruments to the database. 

the ambition is that it will become the  
go-to repository of shareable assessment 
instruments across the social sciences, 
and that it is the first place that researchers 
consult when looking for measurement 
tools to conduct their own research. 

the development of the MIDss is 
supported through funding by the Irish 
social sciences Platform (IssP), funded 
under the Programme for research in 
third Level Institutions, administered by the 
hea and co-funded under the european 
regional Development Fund (erDF).

MIDss is important to social scientists 
for a number of reasons:

• It serves as a repository for tests 
and measures that have been 
described in journals, dissertations, 
technical reports, and books.

• It enables researchers to trace the lineage 
of tests and measures over time.

• It significantly reduces incidence of researchers 
and students making up tests (and duplicating 
work that has already been done) when they 
cannot find one that suits their research.

• It supports the improvement 
of tests and measures.

• It provides a database for researchers 
to ‘deposit’ measures that they have 
developed and increase the likelihood that 
they will be used for future research

• It increases the impact of authors’ works 
by making the primary data collecting 
tools available to others and this will 
lead to a secondary effect of increased 
citations for instruments that are used.

For more information, or to upload/
download an instrument, visit the 
MIDss website: www.midss.org

researCh InFrastruCture LeaDer

Dr. Paul O’Connor 
General Practice 
School of Medicine 
NUI Galway
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Measurement Instrument Database 
for the social sciences
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• the hub will also offer wide ranging cross 
disciplinary workshops to generate a 
multidisciplinary perspective in addressing 
global and regional Public Policy issues.

• Integration of advanced scientific computational 
approaches in Business analytics and 
social science research utilising and 
adapting the frontier research methodologies 
from natural and Physical sciences.

researCh InFrastruCture LeaDer

Dr. Srinivas Raghavendra 
Economics 
J. E. cairnes School of Business and 
Economics 
NUI Galway

social sciences Computing hub  
at the Whitaker Institute
Mission 
to establish nuI Galway at the forefront of 
global Business and social science research 
with scientific rigor to inform public policy.

goals

• to create a unique and inclusive data 
repository and computing infrastructure for 
business and social sciences analytics.

• to connect academics across the 
five priority research areas in nuI 
Galway for public policy research.

• to establish regional, national and international 
academic and industry collaborations 
to deepen the multidisciplinary research 
agenda to inform public policy.

• to facilitate academic colleagues to 
advance their interdisciplinary research  
programs through insight and 
advanced analytics.

• to engage and challenge undergraduate and  
post-graduate students to enrich their 
educational experience at nuI Galway.

Uniqueness

• the hub seeks to provide an integrated  
data repository, computing infrastructure,  
cluster computing power, application 
and server hosting, and complimentary 
on-site computer labs.
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Dunaire: A Treasury of  
Digital Data for  
Irish Economic History

The Duanaire project borrows the Irish word for song-book or anthology 
(loosely, a ‘treasury’), to convey the sense of a rich, varied corpus handed 
down and explored anew. This project, led by Dr Aidan Kane (economics 
at NUI Galway)will open up a wealth of Irish economic history data, 
and in particular, Irish fiscal history data, by making accessible online a 
range of datasets in flexible forms to diverse audiences. The project will 
construct a unique infrastructure for the imaginative curation, exploration, 
and sharing of significant tranches of Irish economic history data.

Duanaire is supported by the technical, academic, and management 
resources of the Whitaker Institute and is partnering closely 
with the James hardiman library at NUI Galway to provide 
sustainable and high-quality data curation infrastructures.

Aims and objectives

The Duanaire project aims:

• To open up, for diverse audiences, a wealth of important Irish economic 
history data, centred on Irish fiscal history, over three centuries.

• To deliver a substantive and impactful research programme 
drawing upon these unique data resources.

• To thereby build capacity to contribute to a research agenda 
in other data-intensive fields of Irish economic history.

• To provide a sustainable platform for the long-
term curation, management, exploration, and open 
sharing of Irish economic history data.

researCh InFrastruCture LeaDer

Dr. aidan Kane 
Economics 
J. E. cairnes School of Business and Economics 
NUI Galway
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